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This easy crochet pattern can be used to make comfortable slipper boots for the whole family.
The yarn used is light worsted (double knitting/8 ply) and the slipper is crocheted using double
strands so it works up quickly and results in a warm and cozy slipper. Using double yarn also
produces a nice sturdy slipper boot which holds its shape well.The three sizes in the pattern are
designed to fit the following foot sizes:Children aged 8-10 (foot length 8 ¼ inches/21 cm)Women
(foot length 9 ½ inches/24 cm)Men (foot length 11 inches/28 cm).The scalloped edge at the top
of the slipper boots is an optional design feature, as are the two straps on each boot - giving you
a stylish way to keep your feet warm. You can add your own design features too - use buckles
instead of buttons, or contrasting colors for the straps and/or scalloped edges - set your
creativity free and go wild!Scroll up to the top and click on the link to "Buy Now" to deliver almost
instantly to your Kindle or other reading device, and start making your slipper boots TODAY!



Copyright © 2014 Sarah Taylor. All rights reserved worldwide. No part of this publication may be
copied, reproduced in any format, by any means, electronic or otherwise, without prior consent
from the author and publisher of this book.Find out about my latest patterns, and receive
notifications of discounts atTable of ContentsTitle PageIntroductionMaterials RequiredGauge/
TensionAbbreviationsSlipper Boot SizesSlipper Boot InstructionsThank YouMy Other
PublicationsIntroductionThis easy crochet pattern can be used to make comfortable slipper
boots for the whole family. The yarn used is light worsted (double knitting/8 ply) and the slipper is
crocheted using double strands so it works up quickly and results in a warm and cozy slipper.
Using double yarn also produces a nice sturdy slipper boot which holds its shape well.The three
sizes in the pattern are designed to fit the following foot sizes:Children aged 8-10 (foot length 8
¼ inches/21 cm)Women (foot length 9 ½ inches/24 cm)Men (foot length 11 inches/28 cm).The
scalloped edge at the top of the slipper boots is an optional design feature, as are the two straps
on each boot - giving you a stylish way to keep your feet warm. You can add your own design
features too - use buckles instead of buttons, or contrasting colors for the straps and/or
scalloped edges - set your creativity free and go wild!Materials Required
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R. Flowers, “Great easy pattern. Made these last night and they worked up very quickly. There is
nothing complicated about this pattern, it's basic stitches and very easy to follow. The slipper
boot takes its form as you work it, nothing to shape or work into place. Seam it up and attach the
straps and buttons and you've got a cute new pair of slipper boots to warm your feet.”

Elizabeth King, “That they will keep my feet warm.. Easy to make.”

Maria, “adorable slipper boots. slippers turned out very cute and are easy to make. Great for
gifts.”

Gonzaga Bonnie, “Super cute and short construction time!. My daughter made a bunch of these
for her friends.”

Happy Reader, “The Pattern Ever!!. So quick and easy to make. I have made these (6 pair) in my
"spare" time.”

Florabelle Urbano, “Five Stars. easy clear instructions”

Susan, “Five Stars. Great gifts for the fanmily”

AL, “Other than more pics.... It is well instructed and has a clear content, but pictures with the
stitches examples would be great for a cleared understanding. As a beginner, I need the little
assistance of the pics and this is the only reason I gave this rating. Other than that, I would
certainly recommend it :)”

Sue, “Five Stars. Variety just what I needed”

SUZANNA, “Five Stars. love it tx”

The book by Sarah Taylor has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 64 people have provided feedback.
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